A.D. Gallery holds senior exhibitions
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The A.D. Gallery presented the artwork and pieces of graduating art majors in an exhibition entitled, “Interwoven.” The artists, Leroy Hayes, Grace Walters, Patricia Brayboy, Ryan Green and David Torres II, were allowed to title their work for the exhibition.

“Two seniors were digital majors, two were painting majors and one was a sculpture major,” A.D. Gallery Director, Carla Rokes said.

Interwoven went on display on April 6 and ended with a closing reception on April 18.

“The piece that stood out most to me was ’Forgotten Times’ by Patricia and Brayboy, a mobile that incorporated suspended North Carolina license plates,” Rokes said.

There is one more art exhibition following Interwoven and it will finish out the academic school year. That exhibition will also feature the works of graduating art majors and will be able to be viewed from April 21 – May 1.

“The closing reception will be on April 26, 2-4 p.m. "This has been a wonderful year for the A.D. Gallery. We have been able to incorporate over eight artist workshops and artist talks. We have been able to incorporate digital video for the first time and we have been able to bring in internationally known/exhibiting artists. We are very excited about the direction we are headed," Rokes said.